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TeligentEMS’ proprietary exception-based systems ensure every team member has the data they need.

If any industry deserved an award for thriving
on chaos, the electronics manufacturing services (EMS) industry would be at the top of the
list. At TeligentEMS, our motto is Manufacturing Solutions Built on Trust. The reality is that
you can only build trust if you deliver desired
results by effectively taming the chaos inherent in a multi-customer, highly variable envi-

ronment. TeligentEMS’ systems strategy is the
foundation that delivers those results.
TeligentEMS has long been focused on developing proprietary systems tools to minimize
variation within its production operations and
enable real-time monitoring of the entire
(Continued on page 3)

TeligentEMS Passes ISO Audits
TeligentEMS completed its surveillance audits
for ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003 at
the beginning of June.

Facility and process enhancements that have
been implemented since the last audit drew
praise from the auditor.

“We do a combined audit of both standards.
This is the last audit we’ll be doing at the current revisions. We delayed upgrading to ISO
9001:2015 until the end of the allowable
period so that we could upgrade to ISO
13485:2016 at the same time,” said Joe
Zoghbi, TeligentEMS’ Quality Assurance Manager.

“Overall, the auditor was very positive about
the fact that he saw enhancements to our systems and processes with every audit. He was
impressed with the monitors we’ve added to
the production floor that display real-time
quality metrics. He also was very impressed
with the way our proprietary Possible-X 2.0
system makes it easy to share data across the
entire company,” added Mr. Zoghbi.

The Company will start the first stage audit to
the new standards in December and then do
the complete 7-day audit in 2018.

TeligentEMS’ Training Programs Create Transformative Jobs
One of the positive elements about careers
in manufacturing is that even at entry levels, there are opportunities for advancement over time for employees willing to
learn new skills. TeligentEMS is no exception and its approach to recruitment and
training helps both people in the workforce
looking to change career paths as well as
helping its current associates acquire additional skills

assembly operations require some CNC
equipment use.

operators, who are essentially first line
supervisors.

The Company’s commitment is that they will
interview all students who complete TCC’s
electronics manufacturing-related programs if they choose to apply for a job.

“We offer soft skills training in leadership interpersonal skills and stress management as part of our group lead
training activities. We also allow people who decide they have grown tired
of being a lead to migrate to other
positions on the floor. This ability to
change career path helps with retention
plus ensures continuing availability of
lead positions,” said Constance McFatter, TeligentEMS’ Human Resources
Manager.

TCC represents just one tool in the Company’s toolbox. A local staffing agency is
used to help recruit and screen production

One area that sets TeligentEMS apart is its
collaborative efforts with Tallahassee Community College.
“About eight years ago, the president of
Tallahassee Community College (TCC)
called and asked me to tell him my problems and how they could help. I was very
forthcoming and TCC has been expanding
its program to meet our needs ever since.
TCC has changed presidents since then, but
the interest in supporting the manufacturing
sector continues,” said Chris Eldred, TeligentEMS’ president and CEO.
As a community college, TCC provides multiple educational paths. Students can work
toward an Associate of Arts or Associate of
Science degree, a credential or simply retrain to acquire new skills.
The result of that initial dialog and collaboration with other electronics manufacturers
in the area was development of a Production Technician Certification program at
Tallahassee Community College that includes IPC J-Std and IPC-A-610 workmanship standards training along with other
key skills training.
TCC has recently purchased an SMT line
and is now working with the Company on a
syllabus and courseware for a program
that will train SMT production associates in
a one-month period. In the interim, they are
offering an introductory one-week program.
TCC also has computer-numerically controlled (CNC) machines and has set up a
CNC training class. This is beneficial to TeligentEMS because its electromechanical
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Jobs such as those found in SMT require
knowledge of equipment, computers and processes.

applicants, as well. And, a robust onboarding process with an assigned mentor helps
ensure new employees have support as
they learn new skills.
Solderers and SMT operators go through
classroom training at TCC that covers JSTD, IPC Class 2, IPC-A-610 and repair
operations. The rest of the training is done
on-the-job by internal resources. There are
defined skills competencies for each work
cell and typically three-to-four pay grade
levels in each work cell.
A key benefit of the production associate
skills certification system is many paths to
advancement. Production associates have
the ability to advance to higher levels in a
single work cell by completing training and
passing a competency test and can also
advance by mastering skills in other work
cells to become a multifunctional production associate.
However, the advancement opportunities
don’t stop there. Each work cell has lead

Webinars are also used to train the
operators on various subject matter that
pertains to their job. For example, in
June SMT operators attended the webinar: “The Deadly Sins of SMT Assembly.” This webinar addressed the common problems and solutions within the
SMT assembly process involving Class III
assemblies. It provided understanding
of how to identify and correct the most
common problems.
“DVD training is also used to train employees in specific skills. Employees
review the DVDs and then take the appropriate test to demonstrate their competency level. As they progress in their
position, they are given more subject
matter to review and be tested on,”
added Ms. McFatter.
TeligentEMS’ collaborative approach to
recruitment and training utilizing both
TCC and in-house resources was recently highlighted in a feature article in
SMT Magazine. Read more here.
“Our associates are our single greatest
resource. Similar-sized competitors have
comparable equipment and processes.
The competencies and commitment of
our associates are what sets us apart.
We do the best job we can to ensure
they have the training to excel,” added
Mr. Eldred.

Possible X 2.0
(Continued from page 1)

product realization process. This approach offers the dual benefit of eliminating defect opportunities while reducing non-value added “opportunity” costs
related to poor quality, excess inventory,
unneeded transactions and expedited
freight. Additionally, it has helped the
Company redeploy people from administrative activities such as expediting late
material into roles that better serve the
customer.
“We focused on developing an exception-based system that would flag exceptions early enough that the activity
needed to address the problem is minimal. The goal is that the system alerts the
right team member the minute an exception occurs and that they have the realtime data they need to immediately correct the issue. We are continuing to enhance the speed of the system,” said
Chris Eldred, TeligentEMS’ President and
CEO.

status.
This year, TeligentEMS upgraded its Possible-X system, labelling the new system
Possible-X 2.0. The new system has a
number of enhancements:
•

The application is now lightning fast

•

Data screens are user-configurable,
enabling the user to change views to
better support their function

•

It now allows multiple lists of parts or
assemblies to be created and managed:
•

Like parts being expedited

•

ECN Parts

•

Assemblies

•

Parts needing to be ordered

Originally, TeligentEMS opted to build
proprietary tools around an Epicor ERP
system to fill the gaps its team had identified in their overall systems strategy.
Development efforts began with creation The system notifies a program manager if an exof a single system known as Possible-X. ception occurs.
The system started out as a simple “what
if” tool designed to integrate with the
• The MRP Module is now available in
ERP system and quickly assess material
either vertical or horizontal formats
availability of specific parts in existing
• The Where-Used module has been
inventory.
revamped to be more readable
Over time, this simple tool has grown to
• The new PO module provides a reala suite of tools accessing a central repostime view into existing Purchase Oritory for information. The Possible-X suite
ders.
of tools is predominately focused on supporting materials availability and speciThe original Possible-X/TPOTS combinaficity, real-time shop floor control, and
tion was designed to provide both a realdocumentation control. A related propritime access to material status from supply
etary system, known as TeligentEMS Purchain through kitting and a “what if” cachase Order Tracking System or TPOTS,
pability should material availability or
provides a dashboard designed to help
obsolescence issues arise.
buyers more easily track cost and order
“The Possible-X 2.0 enhancement now

provides Purchasing, Inventory and Materials Management with instantaneous detailed information on purchased components from approved materials list (AML)
to supplier cost information; order quantity; minimum order quantity; and current on
-hand, current on-order, on-hand dollars
and excess inventory,” said Jerry Guon,
TeligentEMS’ Director of Materials.
“Inventory can quickly identify the inventory location and the next delivery. It also
provides possible crosses for a component,
cost history, MRP requirement, where used,
PO history, quote history and BOM detail.
I can configure Possible-X 2.0 for only the
information I am typically interested in
seeing. Where I would spend minutes looking for information from various resources
with the original dashboard, I can now do
that same lookup in seconds,” Mr. Guon
added.
“From an Engineering perspective, the
additional information that is available
and the ability to customize views resident
in this new version of Possible-X supports a
leaner approach in support of the factory.
Engineering can more quickly identify and
resolve issues that arise on a daily basis.
The difference between minutes and seconds has a significant impact on our ability
to react to the multitude of issues and
changes that occur with regularity in this
environment,” said Ken Gamber, TeligentEMS’ Engineering Manager.
“Possible-X 2.0 increases data accessibility
and makes it much easier for me to customize my screen to see what I need. It is
also a lot easier to cross-reference among
part numbers if I need to drill down into
something to look at trends across multiple
assemblies,” said Joe Zoghbi, TeligentEMS’
Quality Assurance Manager.
The launch of Possible-X 2.0 is another
way the team at TeligentEMS is raising the
bar in terms of responsiveness and efficiency.
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RF Defect Mitigation: Five Areas to Watch
Some describe the manufacturing and test
process for products incorporating radio
frequency (RF) technology as black magic.
The reality is that the issues that cause the
variations that can drive test fallout and
product failure can often be eliminated in
the design phase. The “magic” involves
understanding what those issues are.
At TeligentEMS, the top five issues most
commonly encountered are:
•

Unique design for manufacturing (DFM)
requirements are not always considered

•

Cumulative geometric dimension tolerance exceeds acceptable limits

•

Cumulative parametric tolerance exceeds acceptable limits

•

RF modules can experience quality
issues

•

Test equipment issues can increase
failures.

Unique DFM Requirements are Not Always
Considered
The challenge in designing RF products is
that they require a focus on manufacturability considerations that goes beyond the
industry-standard guidelines for most other
products. For example, to minimize signal
noise in the printed circuit board assembly
(PCBA), solder paste deposition needs to
be exceptionally even. At the manufacturing level, this translates to consistent solder
joint height, wetting angles and volume. At
the design level, that is determined by pad
geometry and solder mask clearance design. In some cases, the best option for
maintaining tight tolerances is done through
solder mask opening design and in other
cases it is done with etch design. However,
if too large an amount of copper is exposed, the potential for solder deposition
variance and concomitant electrical noise
increases.
A common example of this issue involves
SMT connectors that have a center joint
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which provides a signal. If solder paste
height and wetting is not even, the signal is
distorted.
Cumulative Geometric Dimension Tolerance
Exceeds Acceptable Limits
Another point of unacceptable variance
can occur when the cumulative geometric
dimension tolerance creates an unacceptable level of electrical noise. This can occur
when components with fairly broad spacing tolerances exceed the total placement
tolerance on the board. This can be miti-

A technician tests a complex PCBA.

gated through solder mask design to constrain movement and lock components in
place. This example also underscores the
value of having design engineers perform
a geometric dimensioning and tolerance
check after component selection. When the
issue isn’t discovered until manufacturing,
often the only solution is to add special
fixturing to lock the components more tightly in place during reflow. This increases
production tooling non-recurring engineering expense.
Cumulative Parametric Tolerance Exceeds
Acceptable Limits
Similarly, a cumulative parametric effect
can occur when the sum total of acceptable
parametric values specified by the manufacturer exceeds the allowable design
tolerance. The broader a component’s parametric tolerances, the more likely this can
occur. Additionally, these values will continue to change as the part continues to experience both thermal and electrical cycles.
As a result, a design that pushes the enve-

lope on cumulative parametric tolerance
will likely see higher failure rates.
While the ideal situation is to select
components with tight tolerances, that
isn’t always possible.
RF products typically have an increased
number of analog components and
those components can play a large role
in whether or not the product will tune
properly. From a manufacturing standpoint, this underscores the benefits of
verifying parametric values during testing utilizing in-circuit test (ICT), flying
probe (FP) or a functional test that includes a parametric value diagnostic
cycle.
For example, four parts on the PCBA
were testing slightly above their parametric values. The part manufacturer
was changed and first pass yield improved over 30 percent. Understanding
part parametric values is also beneficial in repair depot troubleshooting, as
it pinpoints the components most likely
to be causing tuning failures and reduces technician troubleshooting time.
RF Modules Can Experience Quality Issues
Integration of RF modules can be one
way to simply the design process and
minimize concerns about cumulative
tolerances. It eliminates a significant
amount of the tuning side of the RF design process. However, there is a
tradeoff. A challenge with modules is
that there is no access to internal circuitry for ICT testing or flying probe, although there are some forms of functional testing that can be used to verify that
the RF function is performing to specification. Without testing, the quality of
the module is only verified via manufacturer’s yields. This can add complexity
to troubleshooting and problem resolution, if the PCBA manufacturing team is
(Continued on page 5)

RF Defect Mitigation
crown head pins can reduce fallout from 70
percent to 2 percent.

(Continued from page 4)

seeing low first pass yields in functional test.
Additionally, from a rework standpoint, the
only repair option is to replace the entire
module.
Test Equipment Issues Can Increase Failures
Another area that can drive variation and
concomitant test fallout is test equipment design and verification. When designing test
sets, the contact needs to be a stable as possible because inconsistent contact impacts
tuning and can indicate false yields. The goal
should be to have as much contact surface
area as possible. For example, changing a
test fixture’s contact from contact pins to

When connectors are used, single contact
or single-sided connectors often weaken
and intermittently fail over time. Specifying
connectors with two or three contacts, or
mating connectors mitigates that issue. An
ideal choice is a mating connector that compresses from two or three of its four sides.
This improves contact and test consistency.
From a PCBA design standpoint, mating
connectors are also the preferred choice if
the product is installed in equipment that is
subject to sustained vibration. This is due to
the fact that if there is not consistent compression on the pin, there will be intermit-

tent contact in this type of environment. If
power runs through an intermittent connection, arcing could occur.
When Faraday testing is used, Faraday
cage integrity is critical. An electrical engineer should set up and validate the test
structure based on the sum of the tolerances of the systems. In situations where
there are tight tolerances, cage integrity
can be periodically validated through
audits. When there is a broad tolerance,
leakage checks should be performed
more frequently.
Focusing on these potential issues in the
design phase, helps minimize defects and
costs in production.

TeligentEMS Debuts New Booth At MDM East

TeligentEMS’ sales team had a new look at the
MDM East show in New York in June. The new
backwall highlights key advantages and includes a
variety of photos showing the Havana, FL facility.

